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18.2 msf of gross leasing volume (GLV) in Top 8 cities in Q4 2022, 

growing by 5% q-o-q and 17% yoy 

Bengaluru was the leading market and accounted for a 29% share, 

followed by Mumbai, Delhi NCR and Chennai with shares of around 

25%, 20% and 9% respectively.

IT-BPM accounted for highest share (~28%%) in quarterly leasing 

followed by engineering & manufacturing and BFSI (12% each) and 

professional services (10%)

Supply declined by around 53% on a q-o-q basis. New completions 

of 7.4 msf were recorded in Q4 2022 with Bengaluru accounting 

for over a third, followed by Delhi NCR (21%) and Hyderabad (18%). 

Net absorption in Q4 2022 stood at 9.8 msf, broadly in line with 

the previous quarter.



On an annual basis, pan India GLV stood at 71.7 msf in 2022, surpassing pre-Covid high 
witnessed in 2019. GLV recorded a 42% growth over the previous year with the market 
witnessing a sharp increase in activity following a temporary disruption in early part of the 
year due to the third Covid wave.

Bengaluru led annual GLV of 2022 with a share of 26% followed by Mumbai, Delhi NCR and 
Chennai with shares of 21%, 20% and 11% respectively.

IT-BPM accounted for around 27% of annual GLV followed by Engineering & Manufacturing 
(15%) and BFSI and Flexible Workspaces (~12% each).

51.6 msf of new supply came in 2022 with Hyderabad accounting for nearly a quarter, 
followed by Bengaluru, Delhi NCR and Pune with shares of 23%, 15% and 13%, respectively.

Net absorption stood at 36.6 msf in 2022, a growth of 79% over the previous year.
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2022 was a strong recovery from the two previous years, like we had anticipated at the beginning
of that year. It has posted a historic high gross lease volume of over 71 msf, largely on the back of 
sustained demand recovery that got broad-based to also include mid-tier companies going ahead 
with their footprint expansion plans. While traditionally stronger sectors such as IT-BPM and 
Professional services continued to lease high volumes of space, they were accompanied by 
companies in the flex space industry and Engineering & Manufacturing sectors too. Thus, demand
for quality spaces remained high throughout the year.

Developers too were buoyant, having seen a pent-up demand for commercial o�ce space across all 
major cities. They too contributed to the market momentum by expediting supply that had healthy 
pre- commitments, while also fast-tracking construction of speculative developments. Leading tech 
cities such as Hyderabad, Bengaluru, Delhi-NCR and Pune saw highest share in project completions. 
A healthy supply pipeline was instrumental in keeping rents largely stable across most 
micro-markets in an otherwise bullish market. Going forward, while most demand drivers continue 
to remain strong in India, risks to market in terms of sustained inflation and high interest rates do 
exists and we would be monitoring them closely. A general belief in the market suggests that a mild 
recession (expected to last for 1-2 quarters at max in 2023) may have a limited impact on occupier 
sentiments in India. For the moment, though, sentiment amongst occupiers for India is optimistic. 
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Owing to healthy new supply 
during the year, rents broadly 
remained range bound. Close to 52 
MSF of new supply commenced 
operations in 2022 as against an 
average annual supply of merely 38 
msf in the previous two consecutive 
years. Nearly half of this supply 
came in two prominent tech cities of 
Bengaluru and Hyderabad, where 
pre-commitments in under- 
construction projects are usually 
the highest amongst major cities. 
Therefore, overall vacancy rate 
rose only marginally on the back of 
strong absorption in the market. 
New supply in fourth quarter was 
relatively low at 7.4 msf with some 
completed buildings experiencing 
delay in procuring Occupancy 
Certificate, particularly in 
Hyderabad, and these are likely to 
commence operations by early 
2023. Core micro-markets such as 
ORR in Bengaluru, Madhapur in 
Hyderabad, or BKC in Mumbai 
continue to remain tight. 

Gross Leasing Activity

With 18.2 msf of gross leasing volume (GLV) recorded in 

the fourth quarter, o�ce leasing sustained a healthy 

momentum throughout the year. Once again, fresh 

leasing contributed heavily to leasing volumes across 

major cities of India. With this, the full year GLV has now 

surpassed its previous peak of 2019 to record 71.6 msf in 

2022. Bengaluru recorded the highest GLV during the 

quarter with a 26% share, followed by Mumbai (21%) and 

Delhi-NCR (20%). In Q4, leasing volume stood-out in 

Bengaluru with stellar growth seen on a quarterly (45%) 

as well as annualised (91%) basis. 

Fresh leasing was the primary driver of leasing activity 

both on a quarterly (~80% share in GLV) and annual 

(~70% share) basis. At 14.6 msf, quarterly fresh leasing 

stood second highest following Q2-22 record high 

volumes of over 15.5 msf. For the full year, fresh leasing 

stood at over 50 msf, a 79% jump over the previous 

year. Fresh leasing accounted for over 70% of GLV in 

2022, well ahead of 55-56% share witnessed in the 

previous couple of years. 

In 2022, demand for space was broad based across 

multiple sectors such as IT-BPM (28% share in GLV), 

Engineering & Manufacturing (15%), BFSI (12%), Flex 

Spaces (12%), and Professional Services (11%). High 

growth in the manufacturing sector as well as a strong 

market preference for managed spaces post pandemic 

have resulted in rising share of these two sectors in 

o�ce space take-up over the last 6-8 quarters. 
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The commercial o�ce market has 
grown fast in the last few quarters, and 
we believe that it would soon enter a 
phase of self-sustaining growth. For a 
growth economy such as India, where 
fresh leasing would constitute 
significant share of the lease volume as 
also seen in 2022, term renewals by 
existing occupiers has been clocking 
volumes in the range of 12-15 msf, 
providing much-needed anchoring to 
the annual CRE activity. The strong 
absorption seen in the CRE o�ce 
market since 2H-2021 has resulted in 
improved developer confidence as they 
were seen fast-tracking their 
under-construction projects in 2022.

(
(

Gross Leasing 
(msf) Q3 2022 Q4 2022 % Change

Mumbai

Delhi NCR

Bengaluru

Chennai

Pune

Hyderabad

Kolkata

Ahmedabad

PAN India

4.26

3.82

3.64

1.90

1.66

1.53

0.29

0.23

17.34

4.50

3.59

5.29

1.69

1.07

1.15

0.69

0.21

18.21

5.74%

-6.19%

45.38%

-10.80%

-35.28%

-24.85%

138.30%

-9.61%

5.02%

Mumbai

Delhi NCR

Bengaluru

Chennai

Pune

Hyderabad

Kolkata

Ahmedabad

PAN India

10.42

9.89

11.34

6.35

4.81

5.88

0.97

0.64

50.31

15.18

14.01

18.72

7.68

6.69

6.66

1.52

1.18

71.65

45.58%

41.61%

65.08%

20.97%

39.18%

13.30%

57.40%

83.67%

42.41%

(

Gross Leasing
(msf) 2021 Q4 2022 % Change
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Term Renewals 

Term renewals stood at 3.2 msf in Q4, a marginal 2% 

increase on a qoq basis and a 25% increase on an annual 

basis. For the whole year, term renewals were recorded 

at 12.6 msf, 16% lower than the previous year. For the full 

year, Mumbai witnessed the highest volume of renewals 

at 5.6 msf, followed by Chennai, Bengaluru, and Pune. 

For occupiers, the prevailing commercial terms continue 

to remain favourable as rents remain stable and healthy 

supply continue to enter markets. This situation is likely 

to prevail for few more quarters.  

Preleasing activity

With limited volume of supply entering markets in Q4, pre-leasing activity 

was also the lowest when compared to previous quarters of 2022. At 0.43 

msf in Q4, pre-leasing volume was ~80% lower than the quarterly average 

of the first three quarters. However, for the full year, pre-leasing was strong 

at 8.5 msf, a growth of 12% over last year. Cities such as Bengaluru recorded 

the highest pre-leasing volume in 2022, followed by the other tech cities of 

Pune and Hyderabad.  

With market witnessing a sharp rise in demand and developers adding new 

Grade A supply on a consistent basis, preleasing activities could witness a 

rebound in 2023 not just in Bengaluru but also in markets such as Chennai, 

Pune and Hyderabad. 
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Gross Leasing 
(msf) Q3 2022 Q4 2022 % Change

Mumbai

Delhi NCR

Bengaluru

Chennai

Pune

Hyderabad

Kolkata

Ahmedabad

PAN India

1.03

1.79

3.29

0.76

0.89

1.93

0.27

0.23

10.19

2.47

2.59

0.52

1.06

1.19

1.48

0.25

0.21

9.78

140.20%

44.65%

-84.25%

40.11%

33.17%

-23.44%

-4.61%

-9.61%

-4.10%

Mumbai

Delhi NCR

Bengaluru

Chennai

Pune

Hyderabad

Kolkata

Ahmedabad

PAN India

1.95

2.76

6.78

0.73

1.15

5.83

0.45

0.75

20.41

4.74

7.16

10.42

2.63

4.05

5.51

0.83

1.22

36.57

142.81%

159.17%

53.69%

261.96%

251.58%

-5.41%

84.31%

62.02%

79.18%

Gross Leasing
(msf) 2021 Q4 2022 % Change

Net Absorption
At nearly 37 msf, net absorption recovered sharply in 2022 compared to previous two years where it 

ranged between merely 20-21 msf each year. This high volume of net absorption in 2022 was driven

by robust fresh leasing activity as well as activation of pre-leased spaces in completed supply over

the year. Nearly half (48%) of this volume was recorded in just two cities – Bengaluru and Delhi-NCR – 

with Hyderabad and Mumbai following thereafter. Having said that, 2022 net absorption volume 

remains much lower than the historic high net absorption of more than 40 msf recorded in year 2019. 

The quantum of net absorption recorded in 2022 at ~37 msf is 
the second highest seen across major Indian markets and was 
a culmination from three important factors – increased hiring 
by tech firms during 2021 and 2022, a broad-based leasing 
activity with increased participation from mid-tier occupiers, 
and projects with large pre-commitments becoming 
operational. Occupiers and employees have increasingly 
realised the significance of o�ce space as a destination that 
fosters organisation culture, an atmosphere of learning and 
development, and enables team building & trust. 
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IT-BPM was the key sectoral driver of leasing activities accounting for around 28% of GLV in Q4

with engineering & manufacturing and BFSI contributing around 12% each. Professional services and 

Flexible Workspaces also contributed well and accounted for ~10%. 

For the whole year, IT-BPM remained as the leading sector in terms of leasing with a share of 27%

and recorded a growth of 19% over 2021. Engineering & manufacturing contributed 15% and increased 

22% over the previous year. Flexible workspaces has emerged as one of the most important drivers

of market activity in the post pandemic period and 2022 was no exception. The sector accounted

for around 12% of annual GLV and leasing by flex space operators jumped by 72% over 2021. BFSI

was another sector which recorded a massive 123% yoy jump in leasing in 2022. 

Enterprise leasing of flex spaces, or demand for flex spaces amongst corporates, has been rising

ever since the market started recovering post Covid. In 2022, close to 106,000 seats were traded by 

enterprises, a steep 24% yoy growth over healthy volumes seen in 2021 as well. The post-Covid 

consumption recovery in India saw many organisations experience steep growth in business revenues, 

although sustainability of this growth over time was di�cult to predict. Hence, many enterprises 

chose to opt for footprint expansion with flex space operators. Besides, top flex operators o�ered 

their clients benefits of accessing centers across multiple locations or cities, which helped their 

employees access centers closer to clients / place of residence. The inherent benefit of having one 

vendor (the flex space operator) manage multiple o�ce administration activities was also seen as a 

deciding factor. Amongst cities, Bengaluru stood high accounting for over 40% of flex seats leased 

during the year, followed by Pune and Hyderabad with 20% and 18% shares, respectively.  
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Q3 2022 Q4 2022 2021 2022

IT – BPM CAPTIVE

ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING BFSI

E-COMMERCE FLEXIBLE WORK

HEALTHCARE & PHARMA PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

TELECOM & MEDIA OTHERS

16.624.38 5.05 19.73

10.81

1.13

2.96

2.760.55 0.76 2.91

8.50

8.31

8.13

6.97

8.852.58 2.22 3.822.58 2.19

1.110.19 1.08 4.832.56 1.78

2.930.47 0.94

2.18

4.272.10 1.89

0.740.32 0.74 4.381.59 2.53

Sector
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Gross Leasing 
(msf) Q3 2022 Q4 2022 % Change

Mumbai

Delhi NCR

Bengaluru

Chennai

Pune

Hyderabad

Kolkata

Ahmedabad

PAN India

1.49

3.56

3.62

1.15

0.40

4.38

0.00

0.92

15.53

0.46

1.55

2.47

0.20

1.30

1.36

0.00

0.00

7.35

-69.18%

-56.43%

-31.77%

-82.26%

224.58%

-68.91%

NA

-100.00%

-52.67%

(

Mumbai

Delhi NCR

Bengaluru

Chennai

Pune

Hyderabad

Kolkata

Ahmedabad

PAN India

5.53

6.31

10.03

0.81

2.06

11.64

0.17

1.80

38.35

3.69

7.66

11.89

5.19

6.89

13.04

0.00

3.26

51.64

-33.07%

21.36%

18.68%

538.17%

235.25%

12.01%

-100.00%

80.76%

34.65%

Gross Leasing
(msf) 2021 Q4 2022 % Change

New completions in Q4-22 stood at 7.4 msf, a sharp decline from an average quarterly volume of 
14-15 msf in the previous three quarters. With some amount of uncertainty owing to recession fears,
it is possible that some developers may have chosen to delay procuring occupation certificates given 
a lot of supply been added into the market. However, the flow of new supply is moving in line with 
growth in demand, and the demand momentum has continued unabated so far. 

For the whole year, new completions posted a growth of around 35% over 2021 and developers
expedited projects with high preleasing as well as speculative developments given the robust demand 
momentum. Hyderabad was the top market in 2022, accounting for a quarter of new completions 
followed by Bengaluru with a share of 23%. Delhi NCR and Pune were the other major cities with 
significant new supply. Supply has been moving in line with rising o�ce demand across major cities in 
recent quarters as a result of which pan India average rentals have remained largely stable. This is 
likely to continue with developers/landlords looking to attract tenants in greenfield properties, 
thereby negating any significant upward rental movement in the short term, However, certain prime 
micromarkets or developments with low vacancies could witness a gradual rise in rentals possibly 
from mid-2023. The quality of construction will be paramount with leasing strategies based on 
amenities, sustainability and technology integration.
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While year 2022 has been a very bullish year as far as commercial o�ce space leasing is 

concerned, there was a mixed bag of sentiments as the global economic outlook turned 

weaker towards the middle of the year. High inflation, on the back of steep rise in 

commodity and crude oil prices, alongside disruptions in global supply-chain, and other 

geo-political events had infused a lot of uncertainty on the macroeconomic front. Globally, 

as well as in India, economic growth outlook has been revised downwards couple of times 

through the year by leading multilateral agencies. 

Having said that, Indian economy is on a very strong footing and sits favourably amongst 

global investors and occupiers. Occupiers look at India as an economy that will continue to 

grow fastest amongst leading global nations and as a market that can exhibit resilience. 

Besides, India’s IT sector continues to grow unabated, and several leading domestic IT firms 

have provided positive guidance on earnings for the upcoming quarters of 2023. Indian 

government’s goal of uplifting the manufacturing sector is bearing fruits too, as global 

engineering & manufacturing sector firms have started looking at India for o�shoring their 

innovation & R&D centres. India’s attractiveness in terms of availability of large tech talent 

pool, higher investments into infrastructure building, and a favourable / stable government 

will be key anchors of growth of the real estate sector in the near-to-medium term. 

Therefore, we believe that year 2023 will not be significantly di�erent in terms of market 

activity as compared to 2022, with net absorption estimated to lie in the range of 5-7% 

from ~37 msf that was recorded in 2022. Demand for space will remain intact from global 

capability centers (GCCs) and IT-BPM sectors, whereas the existing momentum within the 

flex space industry and E&M sector is likely to continue. We foresee rents remaining largely 

stable on the back of constant flow of supply that will enter in 2023, although bulk of these 

are coming into markets such as Bengaluru and Hyderabad where pre-commitments for 

quality spaces has traditionally been high. However, there will be pockets of developments, 

either project-level or select micro-markets with tighter vacancies, where rents could likely 

rise marginally in the second half of the year. 

As of end-2022, both occupier & investor sentiments appear to be optimistic given the 

consumption recovery observed so far. We believe that a mild global recession, the one that 

may not last beyond 1-2 quarters, will have very limited impact on this on-going optimistic 

outlook for commercial o�ce market in India. However, an extended duration of recession 

could have somewhat dampening e�ect and we will be keeping a close watch for early 

indicators, if any. 
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